Less is more

Mr. Todd,

Your enthusiasm for the truth and your dedication to restore the republic are laudable. There is no question about the intensity and devotion You bring to the cause of establishing justice.

As a sovereign you have a right to conduct yourself as you choose. The success of your self-imposed mission is in your hands. However Mr. Todd, the battle you fight...this war...is a war which involves all Americans. They just do not know it...yet.

These enemies of humanity, who bring us this war, as you pointed out, are fighting a battle waged on all of the people of the globe. And our enemies are well organized and funded. Through fraud and deception, an illusion is created to project the Congress as legitimate and provided with unlimited funds.

As long as there appears to be sufficient money in circulation, the treasury will have the funds to fund their activity. With direct deposits, and the fiat money system, Jacob Lew simply cuts a purchase order and submits the authorization to Goldman Sax for the needed funds. The bank deducts their 10% and deposits the digital credit into the “government” checking accounts.

The funds are dispersed digitally and everyone is paid...no one being the wiser.

They are very clever and deceptive. They control almost every item represented as news or information. They can afford it. After all it is the people who donate money to their favorite candidate which is paid to the six companies which control most of the information of the globe.

They strike at us in ways that many fail to recognize. Measure HH And no one asks how the $100 million was taken by the state. Your Extortion Payment is Enclosed

But as long as we spin our wheels and give them recognition and actually provide them with a false appearance of legitimacy, we not only cut our own throats, but we continue to help create their power to intimidate and coerce people to accept the only authority they have...which is only the “appearances” of the power manifested as at the end of a barrel of a weapon.

They use contractors, mercenaries to be sure...they pick sensational targets...and they create false flag incidents. All meant to intimidate and promote fear and terror. They are the terrorists. And we the people have permitted them to be created in our name...under the guise of maintaining public safety.

In order for the true challenge confronting America, to be resolved...the challenge, must be realized in terms The people will recognize and accept. May I suggest that less is more.

arnie, just one of the people.
arrie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056
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On Dec 18, 2016, at 4:11 PM,
gregtodd@empoweringthepeoplesbranch.com wrote:
You found documents written by THEM  OMG you are so lost and confused......and your continued attempts to character assassinate me is in poor taste....there is no poor me I am richer than you will ever be for I have the treasure Chest of TRUTH and you are down yet another rabbit hole......BUT even if you found a way...do you really believe this is how it should work????/ JESUS CHRIST what the fuck is a matter with you people; that we have to do such to be FREE  Seriously what gives are you an American Patriot or some incessant legal rabbit hole researcher nerd......?  What a FUCKING joke!!

WAKE THE _________________ UP!!!!
The BAR controls all justice in the US, all states, all counties and 80% of the worlds courts; if one files anything whatsoever in THEIR courts they are filing before the Greatest Organized Crime Syndicate Ever Known to Mankind... THEY do what THEY want to who THEY want whenever THEY want to....They control 70% of the legislative, and executive branches and all all agencies including the FBI, Us Marshals the entire dept of justice and you file with them..... OMG you amaze me  When will you grow balls face the truth and Rise Up??????

Are you that deep in THEIR BS.........................Do you seriously NOT know who and what they are?????? OMG!!!!

Read the following maybe you may wake from your slumber......maybe not! I hope so; I believe you are a Patriot at heart just looking for an easier softer way......There is none......................

OUR OCCUPATION, THE OCCUPIED US; THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT, (THE UNHOLY TRINITY)
One must know history to see where they came. This land the US, all states, all counties are incorporated owned and operated by THEM........we are in fact occupied!
If we know not your adversary/enemy then how can we combat same? The enemy is the Unholy Trinity.  The have monopolized all aspects of
our lives from water, food air to banking, insurance the military the land to our very birth certificates......

**THEM:** The Unholy Trinity consisting of Crown/Vatican/US D.C. and associates hereinafter referred to as THEY/THEIR or THEM. THEY/THEIR/THEM/ are in fact our enemy; THEY are actually enemies of all we hold dear; THEY are actually enemies of GOD Himself. THEY worship the LOVE of Money and power above all else and from such stems ALL EVIL. If one cannot comes to terms with this TRUTH then they need not read this document any further.... THEY have sold THEIR souls and this I assure you is 100% true.... how can we know for sure that THEY have sold THEIR souls; it is simple, by THEIR actions.....THEY murder, steal, wrongfully imprison, there is nothing THEY will not do to protect THEIR Empire; NOTHING!.........So, please know that if you get involved in protecting your or my freedoms you are in fact risking your freedom and your very life....

**The Crown aka The British Empire/London City**
World politics today is governed by the Vatican, Crown Empire that own the US. The modern world of so-called Western Civilization began at the end of the 17th century with the blossoming of the British Empire. That empire actually began several hundred years earlier with the establishment of the City of London, which is now an 800-year corporation that **controls finance** from an entity called ‘The Crown’. This entity is the creator and controller of the Bank of England, the US Federal Reserve, the World Bank (IMF – International Monetary Fund), The European Union, and various cartels and corporations across the earth.
The Crown Identity is kept most secret, and **The Crown Bank of England took and assumed control of the United States during the Roosevelt Administration (1901-1909) when its agents, who were really Crown agents (J. P. Morgan), took over 25% of American business. THEY have monopolized EVERYTHING food, water, air, insurance, banking, military complexes, all three branches of US government, all states, and all counties EVERYTHING........**
THEY have carved out THEIR Empire from the land THEY have mapped and have informed us of same (London/Vatican City & Washington D.C.) ..... THEY control 80% of the world’s courts and the majority of the world’s resources via treaties, contracts and corporations.... THEY own and control us via the long arm of THEIR Empire an entity THEY created called the
The BAR is in fact a foreign entity, a treasonous, terrorist, racketeering, mafia organized crime syndicate that controls our/THEIR entire government at every level. **You must know that THEY murder, steal, wrongfully imprison, there is nothing they will not do to protect THEIR Empire…….So, please know that if you get involved in protecting your or my freedom you in fact risk your freedom and your very life....**

The sun never set on THEIR Empire and the song remains the same today.

The Crown in London houses the privatized Bank of England and Lloyd’s of London, the London Stock Exchange, and all British Banks. It also houses the branch offices of 385 foreign banks, 70 US banks, as well as Fleet Street newspapers and publishing monopolies. **It controls the world media and world intelligence.** It is out of The Crown City of London, the headquarters of British Freemasonry overseen by the British Monarchy and the Duke of Kent, that World Freemasonry is governed. This includes the Grand Orient Masonic Order and the Washington DC Scottish Rite.

In 1945 the Bank of England was nationalized by the Labor Government, and is allegedly no longer a private bank, although it governs the US Federal Reserve. It is ruled over by the Rothschilds, who are bankers for the Pope, guardians of the Vatican Treasury.

The City of London Corporation, is unique in the UK and has some unusual responsibilities for a local council, such as being the police authority. It is also has responsibilities and ownerships beyond its boundaries. The Corporation is headed by the Lord Mayor of the City of London, an office separate from (and much older than) the actual Mayor of London. The City is a major business and financial center. Throughout the 19th century, the City was the world's primary business center. The insurance industry is focused around the eastern side of the City, around Lloyd's building. A secondary financial district exists outside of the City, at Canary Wharf.

London, the capital city of the United Kingdom, is the world’s leading financial center for international business and commerce and is one of the "command centers" for the global economy. The economy of London is dominated by service industries, particularly financial services, insurance and associated professional services, which have controlling treaties, contracts and corporations with the economy of the entire world.

**The Vatican 1/3 of the Unholy Trinity Vatican City**
The Vatican the richest nation per capita on the planet. **THEY LOVE**
Money; the root of all evil...ALL EVIL!
If you know not of this Satanic organization then........
THEY claim all souls......let me say that again THEY claim ALL SOULS!
Unam Sanctam is one of the most frightening documents of history and the one most quoted as the primary document of the popes claiming their global power. It is an express trust deed. The last line reads:
"Furthermore, we declare, we proclaim, we define that it is absolutely necessary for salvation that every human creature be subject to the Roman Pontiff." It is not only the first trust deed in history but also the largest trust ever conceived, as it claims the whole planet and everything on it, conveyed in trust.
In 1302 Pope Boniface issued his infamous Papal Bull Unam Sanctam—the first Express Trust. **He claimed control over the whole planet which made him “King of the world”**. In celebration, he commissioned a gold-plated headdress in the shape of a pinecone, with an elaborate crown at its base. The pinecone is an ancient symbol of fertility and one traditionally associated with Ba’al as well as the Cult of Cybele. It also represents the pineal gland in the center of our brains which allows us access to Source, hence, the 13-foot tall pinecone in Vatican Square. Think about it......
The Holy See The term Holy See comes from the Latin Sancta Sedes, meaning “Holy Chair,” and originates from the enthronement ceremony of the Bishop of Rome, the Pope. Strictly speaking, the cathedra, i.e. the chair or throne, represents the position and authority of the Holy Father or a bishop, and the place where he resides in the territory of his jurisdiction. The Holy See refers to the “seat of government” of the universal Church. Geographically, this seat of government is located in the Diocese of Rome. In terms of actual governance, the Holy See refers specifically to the position of the Holy Father, who “by reason of his office as Vicar of Christ, namely, and as pastor of the entire Church, has full, supreme, and universal power over the whole Church, a power which he can always exercise unhindered” (Dogmatic Constitution of the Church, #22), and by extension the Curia, which consists of the Secretariat of State, the Council for Public Affairs of the Church, the Sacred Congregations, tribunals, and other institutions and offices (Code of Canon Law, #360).
Pope Boniface VIII was the first leader in history to create the concept of a Trust, but the first Testamentary Trust, through a deed and will creating a Deceased Estate, was created by Pope Nicholas V in 1455, through the Papal Bull Romanus Pontifex. This is only one of three (3) papal bulls to include the line with the incipit “For a perpetual remembrance.” This Bull
had the effect of conveying the right of use of the land as Real Property, from the Express Trust Unam Sanctam, to the control of the Pontiff and his successors in perpetuity. Hence, all land is claimed as “crown land”. **This 1st Crown is represented by the 1st Cestui Que Vie Trust, created when a child is born. It deprives us of all beneficial entitlements and rights on the land.**

There have carved out an independent state about 109 acres within the city of Rome, on the right bank of the Tiber. Established in 1929, it is ruled by the pope and includes St. Peter's Church and the Vatican. The Catholic Church/Vatican City itself has a rich economy relative to its size; the exact GDP figure is unknown, the CIA estimates Vatican City's 2011 revenue to be $308m. It only has a population of 800 people, meaning its nominal GDP per capita is $365,796 making it the richest state on the planet by this measure.

Much of the Vatican's assets are near impossible to value because they will never be sold off, such as its gold-laden palatial church property and priceless works of art by the likes of Michelangelo and Raphael. It also owns a global network of churches and religious buildings, many of which contain precious historical treasures, serving the world's 1.2 billion Catholics.

The Vatican Bank, officially titled the Institute for the Works of Religion, manages €5.9bn ($7.3bn, £4.64bn) of assets on behalf of its 17,400 customers. And it manages €700m of equity which it owns and it keeps gold reserves worth over $20m with the US Federal Reserve.

The Vatican Bank has been caught up in a number of scandals in the past, including the funding of priests caught up in sex abuse allegations and of money laundering for the Mafia and former Nazis. **THEY claim protections for religious organizations mean it does not currently face the same transparency obligations as other financial institutions.**

The American Catholic church alone has the fourth largest follower base by country, behind Brazil, Mexico and the Philippines and it spent $170bn in 2010 on things like healthcare, schools and parishes. **Money flows in from individual donations from Catholics, government grants, the church’s own investments and corporate donors. According to Georgetown University, the average weekly donation of an American Catholic to the church is $10. There are 85 million in North America, meaning each week the Catholic Church pulls in $850m through donations from individual Catholics.**
The so called United States aka The British/Crown Empire
We are not a nation, we never really were, oh yes they gave us a name in the Treaty of Paris 1783. And the recent regime “Make America Great Again”…which America is referred, what a sad joke and so many desperate people? The US Inc. of which we the people are not shareholders? The Original US/District of Columbia are the 40 milestones that marked the four lines forming the boundaries between the states of Maryland and Virginia and the square of 100 square miles of federal territory that became the District of Columbia in 1801.
Here’s a quick and fascinating breakdown by total amount held and percentage of total U.S. debt, according to Business Insider:
(Remember the Crown Vatican own and control all banks of any consequence, therefore all deposits listed below are of the Crown/Vatican Empire) in addition all commodities of any consequence are also controlled by THEIR, treaties, contracts and or corporations.

- Hong Kong: $121.9 billion (0.9 percent)
- Caribbean banking centers: $148.3 billion (1 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- Taiwan: $153.4 billion (1.1 percent)
- Brazil: $211.4 billion (1.5 percent)
- Oil exporting countries: $229.8 billion (1.6 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- Mutual funds: $300.5 billion (2 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- Commercial banks: $301.8 billion (2.1 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- State, local and federal retirement funds: $320.9 billion (2.2 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- Money market mutual funds: $337.7 billion (2.4 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- United Kingdom: $346.5 billion (2.4 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- Private pension funds: $504.7 billion (3.5 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- State and local governments: $506.1 billion (3.5 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- Japan: $912.4 billion (6.4 percent)
- U.S. households: $959.4 billion (6.6 percent)
- China: $1.16 trillion (8 percent)
- The U.S. Treasury: $1.63 trillion (11.3 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- Social Security trust fund: $2.67 trillion (19 percent) (Crown/Vatican)
- The Vatican, which in the U.S. alone, is greater than that of the five wealthiest giant corporations of the country. When to that is added all the real estate, property, stocks and shares abroad, then the staggering accumulation of the wealth of the Vatican/Catholic Church...
Less is more

becomes so formidable as to defy any rational assessment. Using these numbers the Crown not including all of its partners (the Vatican’s) wealth nor taking into account the US assets they control, the US military complex and other corporations controlled by THEM proves that THEY control over 22% of the world’s wealth. Combined it is estimated they control up to 80% of the world’s resources. THEY control the world…. The BAR controls all justice in the US, all states, all counties and 80% of the world’s courts; if one files anything whatsoever in THEIR courts they are filing before the Greatest Organized Crime Syndicate Ever Known to Mankind… THEY do what THEY want to who THEY want whenever THEY want to….

With such a formidable foe how can we defend ourselves? There is only one way. We must organize; we out number them in the land known as the US it is estimated that we out number them (11-1). Using the formula 330M/30M. However if one uses the estimate of the 3 percenters, then they outnumber us considerably for 3% of 330M is only 9,900,000; therefore we are outnumbered (33-1) THEY do not stand a chance for I believe that we are men and woman of GOD and THEIR days are numbered.

Quoting Ron Vrooman <ronvrooman38@gmail.com>:
I find you still wallowing in POOR ME. I have my founding documents circa 1819 thru 1860-61. You should make an effort to actually engage again and again you cannot lose unless you quit.

On Sun, Dec 18, 2016 at 8:12 AM, <gregtodd@empoweringthepeoplesbranch.com> wrote:
My brother it is way past time for us to Rise Up in mass and simply Kick their asses......but most prefer to play in and with THEIR Babel.... THEIR sand box likr Donald Boxley use to call it.....We have No Country we never did Only those that have been brain washed believe in their Babel...EVERYTHING including the Treaty of Paris the Constitution the Declaration and every other document written or signed by a BAR member is of a Traitor for an agent member of the Crown/Vatacin and Associates and anybody that doesn't know this knows nothing at all about anything
whatssoever and is chasing a bunch of rabbit holes...we need to go back and kick their ass and take back this land and create our nation .... we are not a nation of by and for the people what a f****** joke......
All these groups and their filings of papers from David Schied and amazing man, NLA filings (they fiked everything, Tge Common Law Grand Jury Movement and a myraid of others and now the newest craze filing of PMAs s and fighting traffic tickets, etc., is all the b****** paperwork filed when are you guys going to wake up.

I like it to filing and complaining about the train ride to Auschwitz and filing papers as they travel down the track the train tracks.....

Moreover if you continue to believe in a representative form of government a Republican form of government without checks and balances then it's more of the same b****** representative forms of government do not work it never will without checks and balances...... yes we can continue have representative form of government but there must be checks and balances as Scalia has said it is as I keep saying there has to be a voice of we the people we have no voice they pick our politicians they pick our judges they control all three branches of government they control every f***** thing

The rabbit holes National Liberty Alliance has been down the rabbit hole the new Republic has been down you realize how many organizations have tried to do it their way to play in their sandbox anything you file before this scum is b****** anything you build on top of the Constitution is b****** the Constitution itself is full of Trojan horses and viruses if you don’t know that then continue to chase ghost you must go back to the Declaration rewrite it..... and write it properly because the Declaration and Constitution sucks just like the Treaty of Paris and every other God damn thing they the Crown/Vatacin BAR member scum wrote abd signed... it all sucks. Yes there is brilliance in some of the Constitution etc., some of the stuff in there sounds really good and some of it is good but you can't take a good glass of water and add poison to it and it remain good..... the Constitution Declaration and every goddamn thing they wrote has been poisoned.....

Time for a revolution to exhaust all peaceful means first but if we are smart we will prepare for the worst. It is, way, way, way worse that you may think...... We need a new and better way from the ground up.. by the installation of the People Branch the first branch of government as
envisioned by Antonin Scalia take back this country politically to break the political bands as one good thing in the Declaration states but again if your glass of water has poison in it then it is still poisoned it has all been poisoned....

I realize my views are not popular that people would rather continue to do research and file papers and file more and more papers and be keyboard and blogger commnados so that they can continue to dream and think they're going to get Headway against THEM the Unholy Trinity of the Vatican Crown and Washington DC controls everything and you're going to file papers and PMAs and you're going to overcome that power that has lasted for centuries what a f****** joke that is it's all a waste of time..... we must revolt rise up in mass and kick their ass and take back this country...... keyboard Commandos and filing of paper work those days are over we need to recreate the government from the ground up.... a governance of by and for the people until then all is b******

Please know I do recognize the effort it takes to follow all this paperwork and to play keyboard Commando and to watch the years click off the clock and to not recognize all the failures that came before us, to ignore the failures of NLA the New Republics and all the other organizations that tried to change using corrupted poison documents is....... I have no words to explain the compulsion of the continued acts of insanity..... you know the definition of insanity is to do the same thing over and over again and over and over again and expect different results.......Oh well... there is no softer easier way and one day you'll come to realize that I am correct but I wish the f*** I was wrong..

Quoting Ron Vrooman <ronvrooman38@gmail.com>:

LAwfully project private domain over the members, unless one commits mala
in se crime. Period. I'm sure if one made themselves a big enough ass someone would take them out. Removes one from jurisdiction, for non US citizens, American nationals with their status and ect declared. Lawfully removed from the public de facto domain.
I guess it is building a data base and providing that data base PMA. I'm
Sure Jenn can bolt it together lawfully and unincorporated with or without a common law trust attached. Did someone say bank. no that was base not data bank.

--
*They lost when they murdered LaVoy*
* Bundy et al acquitted the fight goes on*

Ronald Vrooman
ronvrooman38@gmail.com
call 503 641 8375
General Delivery
Beaverton, OR [97005]